ROUTE 5

THE GAINFORD WALK
(4.5 miles)
At the end of the drive turn left and follow the road out of
the village and up the hill then left and continue for about
half a mile. There is a footpath on the right side of the the
road just before the big pink house on your left. Follow this
path for about half a mile and you will arrive in the village
of Gainford. As you arrive at the main road in the village
(A67) turn right. Here you can either walk approx. 300
yards along the main road and then turn right at the corner
shop up North Terrace to head back or you can walk down
to the village green by crossing the road at the Lord Nelson.
If you walk down through the church graveyard you can
access the riverside walk along the banks of the Tees. To
head home follow the road out of Gainford to the north
towards Ingleton and at the top of the long hill turn right
onto the footpath that goes through the fields. This then
joins the road again where you turn right and continue
back to Headlam bearing left at the junction.
Combine route 4 and route 5 for 'The Good Five Miler’.

CYCLE ROUTE
(6 miles)

WALKING, JOGGING &
CYCLE TRAILS

A pleasant route predominantly on quiet country lanes that
goes through the hamlets of Killerby, Hilton and Langton.
The route generally climbs up to Hilton and then back
down hill from there home!
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ROUTE 1

ROUTE 4

THE SHORT STROLL

THE COCK LANE WALK

(0.5 miles)

(3 miles)

Walk to the end of the Hall drive, cross the road and walk
straight across the middle of the village green. At the
bottom of the green follow the public footpath to the right
of ‘Mason Cottage’ and across the pasture. Turn right on
the country lane and follow back to Headlam.

Turn right along the drive towards the farmyard and down to the golf course. Following the public footpath walk along the cart
track until it ends and then follow the path across the field. This will eventually bring you into the back of ‘Dyance Farm’. Walk
through the farmyard, down the drive and turn right at the road following it back to Headlam.
An enjoyable and peaceful countryside walk but appropriate footwear needed if the ground is soft! Should take you about an hour.

An ideal 15 minute stroll to stretch the legs and take in
some fresh air!

ROUTE 2

ROUND THE BLOCK
(1.5 miles)
At the end of the Hall turn right up the hill and follow the
road out of the village for about 150 yards. Following the
roads, take your first left and following three lefts to bring
you back round to Headlam.
A quiet 25 minute road walk in case the grounds a bit wet!

ROUTE 3

THE MEADOWS WALK
(2.5 miles)
At the end of the drive turn left out of Headlam. At the top
of the hill follow the road to the left for about half a mile.
Just after rounding a left hand bend there is a
driveway/footpath on your right. Follow the footpath
around the fields turning right at the bottom. Then
continue through a couple of grass meadows before
getting to the road. Before crossing the road there is
another path on the right over a stile in the wall. Follow
this path across the fields before meeting the road again
where you turn right to return to Headlam.
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